
FalcoLevel
There is a growing requirement for “two tier” cycle parking systems; especially in 

areas of high population densities such as; stations, shopping centres, schools etc.

The FalcoLevel is a very innovative and user friendly cycle parking system. It can

house twice as many bikes in the same area as any standard cycle rack.

Benefi ts of the FalcoLevel include:

* easy to use upper tier using stainless steel bearings

* the bicycle is held stable in the wheel channels

* accommodates all cycle types (mountain bikes, town bikes etc)

* bicycles can be chained for security

* cycle is well supported when being stored

* lower rack has a sloping wheel channel, so the user does not have to bend 

 between the levels

* cycle stands are compact with a centre to centre distance of 375 mm

* can be extended infi nitely

* double or single sided versions available

* robust construction, hot dip galvanised to BS EN ISO 1461

* optional powder coating in any of the 192 RAL colours

* handles of the upper channels are fi tted with refl ecting tape

* designed and manufactured by a company with over 50 years experience
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Great space saving
Great usability

Great value
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It is easy to house a cycle in the upper tier! -
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 Hold the handle of the wheel channel by the refl ective tape

 Pull and the channel will roll out towards you

 Then lower the channel to its 45º position

 Lift cycle into the channel and push the cycle by saddle …

 … until the rear wheel sits comfortably in the groove

 Lift the handle of the channel and support the cycle by the saddle

 Push the channel forward along the stainless bearings

 And roll the channel into position where it locks fi rmly!

- simple and easy to do for all ages!
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